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Abstract:-Diabetes is a chronic disease with the potential to 

cause a worldwide health care crisis. According to International 

Diabetes Federation 382 million people are living with diabetes 

across the whole world. By 2035, this will be doubled as 592 

million. Diabetes is a disease caused due to the increase level of 

blood glucose. This high blood glucose produces the symptoms 

of frequent urination, increased thirst, and increased hunger. 

Diabetes is a one of the leading cause of blindness, kidney 

failure, amputations, heart failure and stroke. When we eat our 

body turns food into sugars, or glucose. At the point, one 

pancreas is supposed to release insulin. Insulin serves as a key 

to open our cells, to allow the glucose to enter and allow us to 

use the glucose for energy. But with diabetes, this system does 

not work. Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes are the most common 

forms of the disease, but there are also other kinds, such as 

gestational diabetes, which occurs during pregnancy, as well as 

other forms. Machine learning is an emerging scientific field in 

data science dealing with the ways in which machines learn 

from experience.  The aim of this project is to develop a system 

which can perform early prediction of diabetes for a patient with 

a higher accuracy by combining the results of different machine 

learning techniques. To achieve this goal this project work we 

will do early prediction of Diabetes in a human body or a 

patient for a higher accuracy through applying, various Machine 

Learning Techniques. Machine constructing models from 

datasets collected from patients. In this work we will use 

Machine Learning Classification and ensemble techniques on a 

dataset to predict diabetes. Which are Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Logistic Regression (LR), 

GaussianNB (GNB). The accuracy is different for every model 

when compared to other models. The Project work gives the 

accurate of higher accuracy model shows that the model is 

capable of predicting diabetes effectively.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Diabetes is noxious diseases in the world. Diabetes caused 

because of obesity or high blood glucose level, and so forth. It 

affects the hormone insulin, resulting in abnormal metabolism 

of crabs and improves level of sugar in the blood. Diabetes 

occurs when body does not make enough insulin. According 

to (WHO) World Health Organization about 422 million 

people suffering from diabetes particu- larly from low or idle 

income countries. And this could be increased to 490 billion 

up to the year of 2030. However prevalence of diabetes is 

found among various Countries like Canada, China, and India 

etc. Population of India is now more than 100 million so the 

actual number of diabet- ics in India is 40 million. Diabetes is 

major cause of death in the world. Early prediction of disease 

like diabetes can be controlled and save the human life. To 

accomplish this, this work explores prediction of diabetes 

by taking various attributes related to diabetes disease. For 

this purpose we use the Pima Indian Diabetes Dataset, we 

apply various Machine Learning classification and ensemble 

Techniques to predict diabetes. Machine Learning Is a 

method that is used to train computers or machines 

explicitly. Various Machine Learning Techniques provide 

efficient result to collect Knowledge by building various 

classification and ensemble models from collected dataset. 

Such collected data can be useful to predict diabetes. 

Various techniques of Machine Learning can capable to do 

prediction, however it’s tough to choose best technique. 

Thus for this purpose we apply popular classification and 

ensemble methods on dataset for prediction. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  
 

K.VijiyaKumar et al. [11] proposed random Forest algo- 

rithm for the Prediction of diabetes develop a system which 

can perform early prediction of diabetes for a patient with a 

higher accuracy by using Random Forest algorithm in ma- 

chine learning technique. The proposed model gives the 

best results for diabetic prediction and the result showed 

that the prediction system is capable of predicting the dia- 

betes disease effectively, efficiently and most importantly, 

instantly. Nonso Nnamoko et al. [13] presented predicting 

diabetes onset: an ensemble supervised learning approach 

they used five widely used classifiers are employed for the 

ensembles and a meta-classifier is used to aggregate their 

outputs. The results are presented and compared with simi- 

lar studies that used the same dataset within the literature. 

It is shown that by using the proposed method, diabetes 

onset prediction can be done with higher accuracy. Tejas 

N. Joshi et al. [12] presented Diabetes Prediction Using 

Machine Learning Techniques aims to predict diabetes via 

three different supervised machine learning methods in- 

cluding: SVM, Logistic regression, ANN. This project pro- 

poses an effective technique for earlier detection of the 

diabetes disease. Deeraj Shetty et al. [15] proposed diabe- 

tes disease prediction using data mining assemble Intelli- 

gent Diabetes Disease Prediction System that gives analy- 

sis of diabetes malady utilizing diabetes patient’s database. 

In this system, they propose the use of algorithms like 

Bayesian and KNN (K-Nearest Neighbor) to apply on dia- 

betes patient’s database and analyze them by taking various 

attributes of diabetes for prediction of diabetes disease. 

Muhammad Azeem Sarwar et al. [10] proposed study on 

prediction of diabetes using machine learning algorithms in 

healthcare they applied six different machine learning algo- 

rithms Performance and accuracy of the applied algorithms 

is discussed and compared. Comparison of the different 
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machine learning techniques used in this study reveals which 

algorithm is best suited for prediction of diabetes. Diabetes 

Prediction is becoming the area of interest for researchers in 

order to train the program to identify the patient are diabetic 

or not by applying proper classifier on the dataset. Based on 

previous research work, it has been observed that the 

classification process is not much im- proved. Hence a 

system is required as Diabetes Prediction     is important area 

in computers, to handle the issues identified based on 

previous research. 

 

III.SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

 
Proposed System Architecture 

 

The proposed system architecture describes the workflow of 

the project we are working on.  First, we procure the dataset, 

which is the PIMA Indian dataset. It is a dataset which is used 

mainly for diabetes prediction. The dataset contains up to 1000 

rows and mainly depicts the features required for the 

prediction of diabetes. 
 

We split the dataset into training and testing data where part of 

the dataset is trained and part of the dataset is used for testing. 

We train the dataset in order to find the accuracy of the 

percentage of people having and not having diabetes. 

 

Many methods are used for the purpose of the prediction of 

diabetes such as Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, Logistic 

Regression, Decision Trees etc. We mainly focus on Naïve 

Bayes and Random Forest as these two are the most efficient 

in getting an efficient result for the prediction.  We perform 

Naïve Bayes and Random Forest on the training and testing 

data and find the accuracy percentage of both the data for 

finding the best evaluation method among the two for the 

analysis of the dataset. 

 

 
 

IV.UML DIAGRAMS 

 

Use case diagram:    

A use case diagram in the Unified Modelling Language 

(UML) is a type of behavioral diagram defined by and 

created from a Use-case analysis. Its purpose is to 

present a graphical overview of the functionality 

provided by a system in terms of actors, their goals 

(represented as use cases), and any dependencies 

between those use cases. The main purpose of a use 

case diagram is to show what system functions are 

performed for which actor. Roles of the actors in the 

system can be depicted. A use case diagram at its 

simplest is a representation of a user's interaction with 

the system that shows the relationship between the user 

and the different use cases in which the user is 

involved. A use case diagram can identify the different 

types of users of a system and the different use cases 

and will often be accompanied by other types of 

diagrams as well. The use cases are represented by 

either circles or ellipses.   

 

 
 

Class diagram:    
In the design of a system, a number of classes are 

identified and grouped together in a class diagram that 

helps to determine the static relations between them. 

With detailed Modelling, the classes of the conceptual 

design are often split into a number of subclasses.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Use_case
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Use_case
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V.PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

PROCURING THE DATASET     

 
The dataset used here is the PIMA Indian Dataset. It is 

the data obtained from the National Institute for 

Diabetes. It contains of several medical predictor 

variables and one target variable. The various medical 

variables are BMI, Glucose levels, Blood Pressure etc. It 

contains 768 rows and 9 columns. The columns that are 

present in the dataset are as follows: 

Skin Thickness: Skin thickness is a column in the 

dataset which denotes the thickness of an individual’s 

skin. Skin thickness varies from person to person 

depending upon their health and various other factors 

which can affect the skin. A person’s skin thickness can 

play a factor in denoting whether the person has diabetes 

or not, but in the dataset, there are a few rows where the 

skin thickness is set to 0.  Skin thickness cannot be 0 for 

a person, so we try to avoid this column mainly to get the 

accurate results while performing prediction. While 

performing analysis, the skin thickness column is 

removed from the code we write so as to get a more 

accurate prediction result using Naïve Bayes and 

Random Forest. 

Number of Pregnancies: When a woman gets 

pregnant, they may or may not go through gestational 

pregnancy. Gestational pregnancy is a common form 

of pregnancy where the woman develops diabetes. 

After the birth, the diabetes usually goes away. The 

diabetes is caused due to the high levels of sugar in the 

body which does not happen when the woman is not 

pregnant. This is due to the making of hormones by the 

placenta. The number of pregnancies plays a key factor 

when it comes to diabetes in women. So we record the 

number of pregnancies and if it is a male, the 

pregnancy is set to 0 in the dataset. It can also denote 

that a woman has not been pregnant during her life. 

 
Glucose concentration: The glucose concentration is 

the level of glucose that is present in a person’s blood. 

A teaspoon of glucose is required for a human body to 

function normally per day. The glucose present in the 

body travels through the bloodstream to other parts of 

the body. The glucose level is required to determine 

the amount of insulin present in the body. If the insulin 

is not able to handle the amount of glucose in the body, 

then this causes diabetes. The glucose levels in a 

person’s body is an important factor in determining if 

the person has diabetes or not. In the dataset, we have a 

column to represent the glucose level of each person. 

 
Blood Pressure: The blood in our body moves through 

our body by the means of blood pressure. It helps in 

the movement of oxygen and nutrients throughout our 

body through the blood. The white blood cells in our 

body are also delivered by the means of blood 

pressure. The normal blood pressure for a person is 

usually below 120 mm Hg systolic and 80 mm Hg 

diastolic. Variations in blood pressure can be a major 

cause of diabetes mellitus. So we take this factor in our 
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dataset for the prediction of diabetes.   

Insulin: To control the blood sugar in our body, insulin 

is required. Insulin is a hormone created by the pancreas 

to balance all the sugars in our body. The insulin controls 

the glucose concentration, which is a major factor in 

development of diabetes. If the insulin is not able to keep 

up with the levels of glucose in our body, it causes 

diabetes. Insulin also helps in the breaking down of fats 

and proteins in our body to form energy. Insulin 

resistance is the inability of insulin to exert its effects on 

the tissues in our body. In the dataset, the insulin level 

plays a key role in the prediction of diabetes.  

  
Body Mass Index (BMI):The Body Mass Index of a 

person can be defined as the person’s weight divided by 

the square of the height. The weight is defined in kgs and 

the height is defined in meters. The BMI of a person 

varies according to the weight and height and it 

calculates whether the person is normal or obese. The 

following table denotes the various BMIs that distinguish 

a person into four categories: 

 

BMI   Category   

Under 18.5 kg/m
2
  Underweight  

18.5 to 25  Normal Weight  

25 to 30  Overweight  

Over 30  Obese  

 

 
 

Diabetes Pedigree Function: 

  

Age: Age is a common factor for diabetes. When it 

comes to age, usually, people above the age of 40 are 

diagnosed with diabetes. But, sometimes, even people 

who are younger are diagnosed with diabetes. Type 1 

diabetes usually occurs in people above the age of 40 

but sometimes, people at ages as young as 15 – 16 can 

also be diagnosed. This all depends on factors such as 

family history, diet etc. 

   
Value of Diabetes Diseases: In the dataset, this 

column is used to define if the person has diabetes or 

not. We define it using True or False. The dataset has 

predefined values for each person whether the person 

has diabetes or not and our project is to find whether 

the given values are accurate or not. 

The following features are the key to finding whether a 

person has diabetes or not. There are various other 

factors as to determining diabetes, but in our project, 

we are mainly focusing on these features for the 

prediction.   

The dataset file is in a .csv(Comma Separated Values) 

format. Using the help of Python’s inbuilt library 

Pandas, which is a data frame library, we import the 

file into our Python environment. The other libraries 

that are imported into the environment are:   

Numpy – a library that is used mainly to operate with 

large dimensional arrays and matrices, providing high 

level mathematical functionalities to work on data.   

Matplotlib – the library that provides Python with the 

functionality of plotting graphs and plots. It works in 

tandem with NumPy. Pandas has a function named 

read_csv(), which essentially reads a file of the format 

(.csv). Once the dataset is loaded into the environment, 

we can check the dimensions of the dataset by the 

function .shape() which returns the number of rows 

and columns. Basic lookup of the data is done, by 

using the inbuilt commands .head()  and .tail() which 

print the number of rows from the start of  the dataset 

and the bottom of the dataset respectively.   

 
        Features of Pima Indians Diabetes for Diagnosing Diabetes Disease Type 2 
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Statistical Analysis for Mean and Standard Deviation in Pima Indians Diabetes Data set 

After procuring the dataset, we see if we can make any 

changes to the dataset. Operations such as initialization of 

the variables, cleansing the data, making appropriate labels 

for the data takes place. In our case, the dataset contains a 

parameter skin thickness, which is column that has a weak 

correlation to the contribution of a person being diabetic. 

Hence, we remove the column for our analysis. In this stage, 

we can calculate the numeric aspects of the data, such as the 

average of a particular column, number of cases of the 

column based on conditions etc.The dataset contains the 

values for the people having diabetes and people who don’t. 

Hence, we calculated the count for each case, the result 

turned out like this:   

People with Diabetes: 268 

People without Diabetes: 500   

In the given data, around 35% of the people have been 

diagnosed with diabetes.   

 
 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

  

TABULATED RESULTS     

After performing the Random Forest and Naive Bayes 

algorithms, we are generating the following results for the 

different splits of training and testing data:   

 

Prediction Using Naïve Bayes  

 
 

In the above table, we can see that for the four different 

splits, we get results that are close to 75% in the training set 

and 74-77% in the test results.    

This depicts that the training set has been trained up to 75% 

accuracy which means that the data that has been trained has 

been used to predict the test results which have a 75% 

average accuracy in the analyzing of the dataset. 

   

For each split, the percentage of test results depicts that74-

77% of the dataset prediction is accurate and rest of the 

25% approx. cannot be predicted due to various other 

reasons.   

Prediction Using Random Forest  

 
 

In the above table, we can see that for the four different 

splits, we get results that are close to 98% in the training 

set and 72-77% in the test results. 

This depicts that the training set has been trained up to 

98% accuracy which means that the data that has been 

trained has been used to predict the test results which have 

a 75% average accuracy in the analysing of the dataset.   

For each split, the percentage of test results depicts that 

72-77% of the dataset prediction is accurate and rest of the 

25% approx. cannot be predicted due to various other 

reasons.   

While analyzing both the tables, we can understand that 

the Random Forest algorithm has a better training set 

result which in turn gives a better accuracy of the 

prediction and analysis. The dataset is trained to the 

maximum accuracy where all variables are taken into 

aspect without excluding missing data as Random Forest 

algorithm will make sure that there is no missing data in 

large datasets.   

Naïve Bayes algorithm tends to ignore missing data which 

does not provide accurate results while performing 

analysis. From the tables, we can find out that the best 

prediction result is giving by the 60/40 split while 

performing Random Forest.  

   

COMPARISON GRAPHS   

 

 
   

Comparison of Training results for various splits 

   

The above graph depicts the comparison graph for the 

training results for both Naïve Bayes and Random Forest 

for various splits. We can understand that the Random 

Forest training results are more accurate when compared 

to that of Naïve Bayes as it gives a 98% accuracy when it 

comes to training the dataset.   

The training result of Naïve Bayes is very low compared 

to that of Random Forest as there are errors that occur in 

the Naïve Bayes algorithm while performing training. 

Sometimes, it cannot detect missing data so there are 

fluctuations and errors in the accuracy of the result, but in 

the case of Random Forest, it gives the proper accuracy 
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even when it comes to large datasets like PIMA dataset.   

 
 

     Comparison of Test results for various splits  

The above graph depicts the comparison graph for the 

testing results for both Naïve Bayes and Random Forest for 

various splits. We can understand that the Random Forest 

and Naïve Bayes test results are almost the same and they 

differ by 2-3%.   

Even though the Naïve Bayes testing results are greater 

compared to the Random Forest results, the training result 

for Naïve Bayes was lesser than that of Random Forest, so 

the accuracy of the results when compared, is greater for 

Random Forest since the training data was much more 

accurate when compared to Naïve Bayes.   

After analyzing the results, we can come to the conclusion 

that the Random Forest algorithm is a more efficient method 

to analyze the dataset using means of splitting it into training 

and testing sets. It serves as a more accurate method of 

prediction of diabetes.   

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

Diabetes is one of the most chronic and the largest growing 

disease in India. According to the World Health 

Organization (WHO), India had 69.2 million people living 

with diabetes as of 2015. A study conducted by the 

American Diabetes Association states that India will see a 

great increase in the number of people diagnosed with 

diabetes by the 2030. Identifying diabetes or predicting the 

upcoming of a diabetic life can be propelled by using 

various machine learning techniques like Naïve Bayesian 

Network, Random Forest etc.   

From this project, we can conclude that the best method of 

prediction of diabetes is Random Forest. This method gives 

us an approximate result after the splitting and analysis of 

the training and testing data. The efficiency of this method is 

much better compared to that of Naïve Bayes.   The analysis 

done from the PIMA dataset is really important.  The aim of 

splitting the dataset is to find the highest/best accuracy of 

the Algorithms and as to how they would respond if the data 

split set is varied. Procuring the dataset is done to make sure 

that there are no empty values In the data set so that the 

accuracy of our prediction model is high. Pre-processing of 

the dataset makes sure that all the attributes (columns) are 

taken into account while predicting. From the above 

prediction and analysis, we can observe that the results 

obtained using Random Forest Algorithm give us an 

accuracy of 98%. The several decision trees that are part of 

Random Forest are used to result in this maximum 

efficiency value. There by, we can conclude that it is more 

efficient than Naïve Bayes. Hence this proposed method will 

give us an efficient method for both analysis and 

prediction of diabetes.   
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